Strategic Review Testimonials
“We enlisted the services of CT to help us ensure technology provided the foundations we need to
support our charitable objectives and long term future goals. The team have worked closely with our IT
Manager, leadership team and board of trustees to develop a technology roadmap that met these long
term charitable and business objectives.”

Director of People and Performance, Ashgate Hospice

“CT successfully managed and implemented major upgrades of our IT infrastructure across our five
UK branches. With meticulous planning by their account manager and engineers, there was minimal
disruption and the process of upgrading was smooth and well-handled.”

Managing Director, Classic Lifts

‘By carrying out a strategic review with CT we have created a clear plan to build an IT system that is
future-proofed and designed to meet our demands over the next 5 years. We are confident that by
carrying out this exercise together we have proactively identified any potential risks and will be working
together moving forwards to ensure we have continued reassurance of system availability and data
security.’

Neil Brown, Executive Director, BRM Solicitors

CT began working with Bell & Buxton back in 2017. The highly respected Sheffield based law firm
provides legal advice across many areas of personal and business law. They were at a stage in their
business where they were reviewing all business processes which included the role technology played.
The law firm was concerned about the security of their ageing systems and the significant number of
strict regulations that relate to the protection of private and sensitive data. They needed an IT system
that would support them in their future goals ensuring a resilient IT system was in place that was easy to
maintain, monitor and was importantly scalable.
The strategic review allowed CT to work with Bell & Buxton to fully understand its business plans going
forwards and identify areas in the IT system that required improvement to support their goals. It outlined
the prioritisation of IT requirements in the short, medium and long term. For Bell and Buxton, it was
immediately evident that by migrating their ageing systems to a cloud infrastructure, the law firm could
address immediate back-up and disaster recovery concerns, security issues and the storage of unsecure
servers. With a strong foundation in place, work continues to develop the IT infrastructure to facilitate
the recent acquisition in 2020 of IronMonger Curtis Solicitors. As part of this, CT will continue to develop
the highest levels of cyber security to ensure all systems are secure.
Charlotte Akpinar, Bell & Buxton, “We needed an IT system that would support our future business goals
that was resilient, secure and importantly scalable. By carrying out this review we have created a clear
plan to continue to build our IT system that will be able to meet our demands over the next few years
and importantly help us drive growth.”

Charlotte Apkinar, Practice & Compliance Manager, Bell & Buxton

